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Term 3. 2019 – 2020. 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

 

This term saw the publication of school league tables which we always take 

very little interest in as examination statistics are only one small part of what 

makes a great school. However, the good news is that those statistics do 

suggest our boys are continuing to buck the national trend of boys’ 

underperformance. With our boys’ outstanding outcomes both at GCSE and A 

Level, we find ourselves in the top 5% of schools for attainment and the top 

30% of schools for progress this year. However, it has also been heartening to 

hear a few voices in the media begin to question why the underperformance of 

boys’ is not a national issue as it certainly should be with boys at the national 

level continuing to fall further behind girls.  Here at the Harvey, with exams 

thankfully still a few months away for Years 11 and 13, the term has been 

packed full of extra-curricular activities, and I hope that our Y7 boys have 

enjoyed their first trips with us this term to Boulogne and Lingfield Racecourse. 

I also wish all our skiers an enjoyable trip as they set off for an exciting half 

term break in Andorra.   Finally, I hope you all enjoy the half term break, 

wherever that might take you, and that the stormy weather subsides! 

 

 

Mr S Norman 

Headteacher   
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Dates for the Academic Year 2019 – 20. 
Term Dates 
Term 3  Monday January 6, 2020→ Friday February 14, 2020 
Term 4  Monday February 24, 2020→ Wednesday April 1, 2020 
Term 5  Thursday April 16, 2020→ Friday May 22, 2020 
Term 6  Monday June 1, 2020→ Friday July 17, 2020 
 

Staff Training Days 2019-20 

Monday July 20, 2020 
Tuesday July 21, 2020 
Wednesday July 22, 2020 
 
 

Upcoming Events 

February 
Monday 24th February:   Yr12 Geography Fieldwork to London 
Wednesday 26th February:  Yr9 parents’ Evening 
March 
Tuesday 10th March:   Yr12 Parents’ Evening 
Wednesday 11th March:   Primary School Singing Day 
Wednesday 18th March:   A level Geography Revision Day at Emanuel  
     Centre, London 
Friday 20th March:    Prizegiving 
Tuesday 24th March:   Yr12 Geography Fieldwork to Margate 
Thursday 26th March:   School visit from Le Collège Ste Véronique,  
     Belgium (yr10) 
Thursday 26th &  
Friday 27th March:    School musical: Bugsy Malone 
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        The Library is open from 8:15  

                until 4:30.                                                                   

 

Free e-books and e-magazines 

All you need is a Kent Libraries library card (available from all local libraries), and 

ALL this can be at your fingertips for free!! 

 

http://www.kent.gov.uk/leisure-and-community/libraries/ebooks-

eaudiobooks-and-emagazines 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.kent.gov.uk/leisure-and-community/libraries/ebooks-eaudiobooks-and-emagazines
http://www.kent.gov.uk/leisure-and-community/libraries/ebooks-eaudiobooks-and-emagazines
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SCHOOL STATIONERY SHOP 

The library operates a not-for-profit stationery shop, selling essential 

stationery items at cost price. 

PRICE LIST 

 

BIRO (BLACK)    15p 

EASY GRIP FINELINER PEN 60p 

PENCIL     10p 

EASY GRIP PENCIL   25p 

PENCIL SHARPENER  10p 

RUBBER     10p 

HIGHLIGHTER   45p 

30cm RULER    15p 

15cm RULER    10p 

PROTRACTOR    10p 

COMPASSES (NO PENCIL) 25p 

COURSEWORK FOLDER  15p 

40g GLUE STICK   40p 

CLEAR PENCILCASE (for exams) 60p 
 

 

 

EXAM KIT 
for just £1.50 

 
Clear Pencil Case containing: 

 

2 x Black Biro 

1 x Pencil 

1 x Pencil Sharpener 

1 x Rubber 

1 x 15cm Ruler 

1 x Protractor 

1 set of Compasses 

 

…which should be everything you need for exams 
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Nothing exciting to do over half term?? 

Are you in year 7 or 8? 

 

Can you write an amazing story using no more than 500 

words? 

Do you want your story to be read by millions of people? 

Enter now at bbc.co.uk/500words 

Closing date: Thursday 27th February at 8pm.  
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A Level Chemistry 

Seven intrepid Harvey year 13 Chemists spent a day at Pfizer on Wednesday 15th January. 

They had been hard at work in the school labs making Aspirin and could have it analysed by 

multi-million pound machinery! The lads are very lucky as they actually do some of the 

analysis using these expensive machines, rather than just watch others do it, which is such a 

fantastic opportunity. The students found that they had made aspirin, but that it was 

perhaps not the purest that Pfizer had seen!! 

 

Not a bad picture too 

considering the pouring 

rain! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Six Yr13 Chemists also visited Givaudan to find out about the chemistry behind developing 

fragrances for perfume, washing powders, glade air fresheners and toothpaste. The students were 

able to see how fragrances are developed and adjusted for a global market. They also found out 

about how fragrances can change with the context in which they are smelled. E.g., the chemical for a 

fine stilton is the same 

as the one for cheesy 

feet!  

It’s also great to be able 

to observe 

manufacture of these 

products on a large 

scale. The robot run 

warehouse is six stories 

high and contains 20, 

000 pallets of chemical 

drums. The robot 

forklifts are able to 

collect all the 

ingredients for a 100-

ingredient perfume 

within four minutes! 

The students were a credit to the school and we have already been invited back for next year! 
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Year 7 Trips to Boulogne-sur-Mer 

27TH JANUARY & 3RD FEBRUARY 2020 

  

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 
  

  

 

 

‘The Boulogne Trip was a great opportunity. It 

was filled with historical monuments and 

buildings as well as a chance to learn about the 

culture. I had an amazing experience and I 

would recommend Boulogne to others!’  

Isaac Q, DJ5 
 

 

 

‘Boulogne was a great 

experience with fun activities 

to explore France and learn 

more French. My favorite 

part was going to the local 

supermarket and speaking 

French with the cashiers!’ 

Sam G, RJ4 

 

 

 

 

‘I thought that the 

French trip was fun 

as it was great 

meeting our pen 

friends and visiting a 

French school!’ 

 

Saul T, DJ5 

 

The Year 7s enjoyed a day visit to Boulogne-sur-Mer where they met their 

French penfriends from le Collège Haffreingue. We then completed a number 

of language tasks in the old town before a visit to the Becasuc sweet factory 

and Auchan. Everyone had the opportunity to practise their French and learn 

more about the culture. We were also extremely lucky with the weather! 
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The Harvey Grammar School has been 

proud to receive these messages of 

thanks for the donations made just 

before Christmas. We wanted to share 

them with you, as we are so proud of 

the contribution made by our students. 
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We would like to remind students and parents 

that while we encourage students to drink 

water throughout the day, they should not be 

drinking energy drinks or sugary, fizzy drinks 

at school as these are damaging to both 

their health and their concentration.
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HANDBALL 
 
After both winning through their qualifying rounds, the U13s & U15s handball teams 
traveled up to Medway Park to represent Shepway in the Kent School Games finals. 
First up in the morning were the U13s. A tough group meant that they had to battle 
hard to advance to the semi finals. A loss in 
the last group game to Rainham Mark 
meant they came second, giving them a 
tough last 4 fixture against Brompton 
Academy. They were able to overcome 
their north Kent rivals though, setting up a 
rematch with Rainham Mark in the final. 
Unfortunately the result was the same 
though, meaning the boys won the silver 
medal. 
It was the turn of the U15s in the afternoon, 
who started their group stage with a 
convincing 2-0 victory against Westlands. A 
draw & a defeat (to eventual winners St 
Gregorys) saw the boys progress to the 
semi finals to face local rivals Dover 
Grammar. A tight afair, it ended up 3-3 so 
had to be settled with a period of overtime. 
Unfortunately we conceded 2 sloppy goals 
late on, meaning we would play for the bronze medal instead of the gold. 
The disappointment soon disappeared though, as we bounced back to win 2-1 & 
take home the bronze medal & a podium position. 
A great achievement for both teams, given this was pretty much their first forays into 
competitive handball. Report by Mr Walton 
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FOOTBALL  
U12 
Term 3 has seen our Yr7’s seasons come to an end. Both the A & B team were still 
in their respective County Cups after Christmas, which in itself is an achievement to 
be proud of. 
The As faced Aylesford College the first Saturday back after the break in the quarter 
finals. A tight affair in terms of the score, was dominated by The Harvey in terms of 
possession as well as chances created. Going behind early in the second half, the 
boys didn’t stop playing good football or get desperate, grabbing a more than 
deserved equaliser with 5 minutes remaining through Marcus M. A good save from 
Sam G kept us in it & forced extra time. Some good use of the ball by our attacking 
players (Sammy B, Kai W, Oscar G & Arthur C) meant that again we had the better 
chances in the extra period, but to no reward. Penalties followed. Still nothing could 
separate the two schools after the first 5, meaning sudden death was needed. Once 
all 9 players who ended up on the field at the end of the game had taken their spot 
kicks, a miss from Aylesford’s last player meant we won through. 
Simon Langton were our opponents in the semis. Usually a tight game when we face 
each other, this one was no different. Another top performance from the boys meant 
they limited Langton to 2 chances, whilst we forced various good saves from their 
keeper & other last ditch blocks & tackles from the defenders. Unfortunately they 
were a bit more clinical than us, scoring from one of their few chances. 
Some great defending from Isaac H, Jacob W, Nevin R & Sam R was the basis for 
our attacking display, but we couldn’t find the back of the net, succumbing to that 
single goal. 
The B Team also faced Simon Langton in the semi final of the county cup. 
Unfortunately for us, it was the same result, with our counterparts from Canterbury 
edging past us to the final. Some great saves from Xavier C, whilst Daniel F & Jack 
T marshalled the back line well. Bradley C, Sunny F, Fin S & Tom R were always 
dangers going forward, but we couldn’t quite make the break through. 
Both teams have progressed so far this season, with some very promising years to 
come looking at the depth of both squads. We will come back together in term 6 to 
prepare for the step up to 11aside in Yr8.  
Finally, a big thank you to all the parents for your support this year! Report by Mr 
Walton 
 

U14 
Since the beginning of September the Under 14’s have had a very successful 
season.  We were unfortunately knocked out in the third round of the national cup to 
Claremont School, who beat us 3-0 with a very good Brighton striker up front, 
however we didn’t let this get us down.  
In our local Ashford and Shepway School league we had a very good run, finishing 
first on points overall. Some great team performances along the way with standout 
performances from our defensive back four of Ralph B, Jerzy K, Scott G and 
Fletcher E, with Harrison C dominating in goal. This led us to the league final at 
Ashford Football Stadium, where the team were disappointed with their performance, 
and unfortunately lost to Norton Knatchbull School 3-0.  
Our best run has been in the Kent Cup. We had some standout performances, such 
as Scott G against the Hundred of Hoo. Currently we are in the final of the Kent Cup 
and hopefully we can add that win to our successful season. Well done to all 
involved! Report by Harrison L. 
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U15 

The U15s lifted silverware for the first time as HGS players this term with their win in 
the ASSFL final. Their 2-1 win over Norton Knatchbull was an excellent squad 
performance, beating a strong side that has made it all the way to the county cup 
final. The goals came either side of the half time break, from Sunny R and man of 
the match Lenny A. In the County Cup, the team succumbed to an extra time 
comeback from St Simon Stock to bow out at the quarter final stage. It has been an 
important season for the development of the squad and hopefully, with the league 
win under their belt, they will have the desire to go on and win more next season. 

Well done to everyone involved. Report by Mr Hark 
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HARVEY SPORTS LEADERS.   

YEAR 9 TEAM IN ACTION AT KENT SCHOOL GAMES SPORTS HALL ATHLETICS COMPETITION  

 

Over 200 secondary school boys and girls from year 7 and 8 were in competition at the Shepway 

Sports Hall Athletics championships Tuesday 14th January 2020. For this event the Harvey boys had 

training provide by Kent Athletics Association on the finer points of recording and reporting track 

and field events. The Year 9 team did find the sessions long and challenging but had been mentored 

well and supported each other positively on the day whether working on the track or field events. 

 

Two weeks later the boys once again took on their role as Leaders this time though at the KENT 

SCHOOLS GAMES SPORTS HALL ATHLETICS Competition. Similar responsibilities were passed around 

BUT the boys also took on the role of scorers and recorders for the huge event at Medway Park. 

The following boys below were very impressive and mentioned on the School Games Twitter Page. 

They were thanked specifically for their hard work and dedication during the afternoon. 

KOBEY P EMMANUEL V 

CRISPIN W LOGAN D 

JACK W RUDY M 

TOM McC BENJAMIN S 

CALLUM H ALEX C 

BARNABY E WILLIAM S 

KEANE V ZAK P 

CLARKE L JOSEPH E 

JOE T JERZY K 

 

The pictures below captures the boys officiating, time keeping, working out the points allocation for 

competitiors and the specific briefing given to the  Field Events team. 
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The Harvey Athletics Leaders team will be in action again in the summer at the District and Kent 

School Games competitions in term 5. 

Terms  3–6 are also very busy for the whole team with lots of SST Primary events going on. Listed 

below are the remaining 2019-2020 events which highlights the variety of activities our Leaders are 

involved in.  

TERM 4 
Monday 2nd March SST Football League 10am-3pm THSP 3G 
Thursday 5th March Yr3/4 Handball 10am-12o’clock THSP Sportshall 
Thursday 5th March Yr5/6 KSG Qualifier Handball 1-3pm THSP Sportshall 
Wednesday 18th March SST Mini Hockey League Week 1 THSP 3:30-5:30pm ATP2 only  
Wednesday 25th March SST Mini Hockey League Week 2 THSP 3:30-5:30pm ATP2 only 
Monday 30th March Yr5/6 KSG Mini Hockey Qualifier 10am-3pm THSP ATP1 and 2 
TERM 5 
Monday 20th April Yr3/4 Football 10am-3pm THSP 3G 
Wednesday 13th May KSGs Super 8s Athletics Qualifiers Julie Rose 1-4pm 
TERM 6 
Tuesday 2nd June Yr5/6 KSG Mixed Kwik Cricket Heat One 9:30am-12o’clock Hythe  
Wednesday 3rd June SST Kwik Cricket League Week 1 3:30-5:30pm Hythe CC 
Wednesday 10th June SST Kwik Cricket League Week 2 3:30-5:30pm Hythe CC 
Wednesday 24th June Yr5/6 KSG Mixed Kwik Cricket Final 9:30am-12o’clock Hythe  
Tuesday 7th June Yr1/2 Infant Games 9:30am-3pm THSP 
Wednesday 8th July Years 8 and 10 Tennis 4-6pm Training Hythe LTC 
Wednesday 15th July Years 8 and 10 Tennis 4-6pm Competition Hythe LTC 
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SPORTS HALL ATHLETICS 

KENT SCHOOL GAMES SPORTS HALL ATHLETICS COMPETITION 29/02/20 

 

Following their success at District Level the year 7 and 8 teams went onto represent Folkestone 

schools in the above prestigious competition.  

An excellent festival of athletics saw year 7 finishing in 8th place out of 12 District teams. Year 8 were 

particularly impressive with fine individual performances from the whole squad. They eventually 

finished third receiving bronze medals on the day. 

Congratulations to the boys who did themselves and the Harvey proud. 

Year 7 Year 8 

WILL B OLI Z  

ROHAN L JOSH E 

ARTHUR C SAM B 

ISAAC H RYLEY P 

JAMES C ARCHIE T 

AMBROSE D ASIM S 

MARCUS M JIMMY H 

MARK S GEORGE C 

TOBY G DAN M 

 

Below are a selection of the highlights of the day for both year groups. 
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HOCKEY 
 

U14 
Game 1: 0-9 away win against Duke of York- 15.01.20 

Conditions looked difficult for both teams, with a roaring wind bellowing over the pitch. Game 

underway and the Harvey are pushing forward straight away to try and get an early lead, 

which did not come to long after the second minute mark, when Garrett L scored a tidy brace 

in two minutes giving the Harvey a nice advantage for the start of the game. Not long after 

Scott G and Connor F played a neat one-two before Connor F delicately placed the ball into 

the corner. There are now ten minutes left of the half when short corners came in bucket 

loads for us, with our captain Will D coming up from center-half to inject the ball before 

scoring a quick hattrick by being the post man after he injected, tapping the ball into the goal 

all three times, just before the half came to a halt!  

Second half underway and Harvey are pushing for a seventh with Matt D flying up the wing 

before hitting in a low cross at the foot of  Ralph B who scuffed the shot, bouncing off the 

keeper going down as an own goal; unlucky for Duke of York. Edward P plays a neat pass out 

wide to Matt D before hitting in another wonderful cross which unfortunately went straight 

past are attacking three. This time the assist came from the other flank when Ben S slaps a 

ball into Ralph B who gets a controversial second goal for himself. The Harvey back line were  
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caught unaware when their winger stormed past us with blistering pace before unleashing a 

powerful shot that went inches wide of the post. Not long left of the game now and Duke of 

York are trying to see out time before Antoni J wins the ball passing it down the middle to 

Matt M where he unleashed a powerful shot smacking against the backboard, just before the 

full-time whistle. That is that, a fabulous 0-9 away win for the Harvey in their first game of the 

season and proceed to the quarter-final of the Kent Cup! 

Game 2: 0-1 home loss against Sir Joseph Williamsons Mathematical School- 27.01.20  
 
Conditions were rough on this late afternoon when heavy rain fell from above. Sir Josephs’ 
were pushing forward in the opening minutes trying to break through are defense, leaving 
the Harvey deep at the halfway line. It wasn’t long after when they finally cut through our 
defense and slotting the ball in the corner. After that it was an uneventful end to the half with 
the half finishing 0-1 to the visiting side. 
 
Second half underway and Harvey are pushing for a quick equalizer so they can get this game 
back on track. Everyone could sense that a goal was about come, and yes it nearly did when 
Charley P smashed the ball against the post. Harvey were now in complete control of the 
game passing the ball for fun and unleashing some tidy shots, only going inches wide of the 
post. Only a couple minutes left in the game and Harvey really deserve this goal, they’ve been 
pushing since the start of the second half, and the goal just won’t come for them. Full time 
and the visitors win, Harvey were unlucky not to take the game to extra time, but Sir Josephs’ 
kept them out and advance to the semi-final of the Kent Cup! 
Game 3: 3-2 home win against Norton Knatchbull- 29.01.20 

Conditions are perfect with a slight breeze passing overhead, this should be a great game of 

Hockey. Knatchbull push high up the pitch in the opening minutes attempting to slice through 

our defense. In the midway point in the half Harvey kick into gear, threading some nice passes 

through the heart of Knatchbulls’ midfield leading to a nearly audacious goal from Charley P. 

Not long after the visitors hit the breakthrough with a nice finish into the bottom corner. Only 

a couple minutes left in the half and Connor F dribble past the Knatchbull defense before 

hitting it through the goalkeeper’s legs and into the goal. The half time whistle is blown, and 

we go in to the second half at one a piece. Second half underway and Harvey are trying to 

turn this score line around which they do in a matter of minutes with Garrett L slotting it into 

the bottom corner. Harvey are now sitting back trying to keep their lead, the defending is 

impeccable and Knatchbull just cannot seem to find a way through. Not long left in the game 

now and the visitors are giving their all, which pays off when a deflected shot trickles over the 

line and into the goal! There must be ten seconds left in the game now and it looks like a draw 

will be the full-time score. Charley P receives a ball that was fizzed at him by our captain Will 

D and Charley P hit it hard and true on the reverse… it looks like it is going to go in, with the 

keeper stretching to the max; the keeper gets a touch but it flies into the top corner, the team 

are ecstatic and the players and substitutes come flooding onto the pitch celebrating what 

should be a glorious winner from Charley P! Full-time, and the match ends 3-2 to the Harvey, 

what a match, and what a way to get your second win of the season! 

By Matt D 
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BADMINTON  
 
After dominating the local competition at the Towers school, we soon continued on to 
the regional rounds. I believe our team performed to the best of their abilities 
throughout, with amazing individual performances coming from each player. Due to 
these high-level performances, we managed to advance from the local rounds and 
advance in to the regional Kent school games.  

After the long journey listening to Heart 80s, we arrived 
at the Medway Park Sports Centre ready to play our first 
games. We started well after winning our first two 
matches convincingly both 5-0. Moving into the last 
game of the groups, we needed to win it to go through to 
the finals against the Judd School. In the last match of 
the groups, we all played outstandingly and we felt well 
prepared for the task. We all believed we could win the 
final and bring back the tournament gold. 
As we already knew, we were facing the Judd School in 
the final and as usual, it was a strong team they had put 
up. Chris D played the first game of the finals against 
their best player, which he managed to win putting us 
ahead after the first game. The next game was the 
doubles, which Zane P and Louis B-W battled well but 
sadly lost we all believed and where motivated that we 
could go on and win. From then on, we took complete 
control especially during Bill N singles, which he played 
sensationally well and put us ahead in the second time 
in the match. I hope that the younger years can continue 

the success, which this team and past teams have achieved and well played to 
everyone. Report by Chris D 
 

Harvey Grammar School Sportsmen of the Term  
 

 
Callum H (Yr9) & Leo C (Yr10) 

Being selected to the County  
Cross Country squad. 

 

 
Harvey Grammar School Sports Team of the Term  

 

 
U16 Badminton Teams 

     Winning the Development Category at the 
Kent School Games 

 
OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS 

 
If you have any achievements of our boys from outside of the HGS world, please get 
in contact with us so we can celebrate them. 
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SPORTS JOURNALISM TEAM 

 

This edition of the Harveian Sports Newsletter has been produced by the Harvey Grammar 

Sports Journalism Team. The team has been growing over the past year, to now include 

boys from Yrs7-11. If you are interested in joining us going forward, please email Mr Walton. 

Thank you to all members of the team who contributed to this edition.  

 

All the pictures that the Journalism Team capture can be found on the Pupils’ Shared Area. 

 

 

YOUTUBE CHANNEL REPORT 

At the start of last year the Harvey Sports Journalism YouTube channel was created on 

which a majority of sporting fixtures including Football, Basketball, Hockey and Rugby are 

recorded, edited and uploaded to the public allowing people to really see what goes on in 

the Harvey Grammar Sports Department.  A recent big fixture for the channel was the 

annual Staff vs Prefects game which was recorded on 3 camera angles and has been a big 

success throughout the school with many forms and students watching it in their spare time.  

If you would like to watch some of the sporting fixtures which are already on the channel 

please go to YouTube and search Harvey Sports Journalism or copy and paste the following 

link into your browser: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLANYR9jnLDPet7OaPDa14w? 
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LOOKING AHEAD 

 
The cricket season is nearly upon us, which means it is time to dust off the pads and 
get back into the swing of things. Starting in Term 4, cricket nets will be running 
every Tuesday afterschool. The session will be split into 2 slots, with KS3 from 1530-
1630 and KS4 running from 1630-1730.  
Whether you are an experienced cricket or someone who wants to give a new sport 
a go, come on down and chance your arm. All you need to bring with you is your 
indoor PE kit and trainers but if you do own your own cricket equipment, it is 
advisable you bring it with you.  
KS3 sessions will focus on nets for batting and bowling specifics in addition to 
fielding drills, game based scenarios and tactics. KS4 sessions will also link in with 
1XI training and eventually Barbados Tour preparation, giving our KS4 pupils a 
chance to learn from some of the 1st team players. 
The PE department looks forward to see you there and if you have any questions, 
please see Mr Meers for more information.  

 

 
 
 

 
SPONSORSHIP 

 

Own a local business? 

Know someone who does? 

Would you or they be interested in sponsoring or donating to Harvey Sports? 

We compete in local, regional, county & national competitions, not to mention the full & 

extensive extra-curricular programme we run within school. This gives the boys as much 

opportunity to participate, have fun & develop as possible. 

We want to continue to do this, whilst inspiring more boys to get involved. The prospect of 

pulling on a new Harvey sponsored kit would help this no end. 

 

Contact Mr Cowling (sccowling@harveygs.kent.sch.uk) or Mr Walton 

(jwalton@harveygs.kent.sch.uk) for more details. 

 
  

mailto:sccowling@harveygs.kent.sch.uk
mailto:jwalton@harveygs.kent.sch.uk
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EXTRA CURRICULAR 

 

 
 


